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Abstract. Distributed virtual machines can help to build scalable, man-
ageable and efficient Grid infrastructures. The work proposed in this
paper focuses on employing virtual machines for Grid computing. In
order to efficiently run Grid applications, resource information of vir-
tual machines should be provided. The paper firstly discusses the sys-
tem architecture of virtual machine pools and the process of information
retrieval from virtual machines. Based on the characterization of the
system model, the paper presents the work how to retrieve resource in-
formation from Xen/VMware virtual machines via VMware CIM SDK
and light weight Java agents. The resource information is integrated into
Grid information service. The work is implemented in a test bed with
Xen/VMware virtual machines and Globus Toolkit.
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1 Introduction

Grid computing technology [1] offers interesting solutions for parallel and dis-
tributed computing. It can provide reliable, collaborative and secure access to
remote computational resources as well as distributed data and scientific instru-
ments. However, as more resources are shared in Grid environments largely sized
distributed data can be manipulated and applications for Grid computing may
become complex and intractable. Grid workflows nowadays are frequently used
to model complex applications for Grid computing. Based on Grid middleware
and Grid infrastructures a Grid workflow system defines, specifies and manages
a workflow on computational Grids [2].

A virtual machine is a computing platform that creates a virtualized layer
between the computing hardware and the application. This paper is devoted
to discuss a Grid workflow system on distributed virtual machines. There are
advantages like on demand creation and customization, performance isolation,
legacy software support and ease of management.

We try to build a workflow system based on virtual machines [3]. A Grid
workflow user could experience the following challenges:
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– Site autonomy
In the virtual machine based Grid system the hosting resources are usually

owned and controlled by different organizations at different sites. Users may
have to meet different resource management policies during the manipulation
of their virtual machines.

– Hierarchy
The virtual machine based Grid system is hierarchical in nature. It con-

tains several levels, for instance, virtual machine level, hosting resource level
and the user access point, i.e., Grid portal.

– Heterogeneity
The virtual machine based Grid system includes heterogeneous hosting

resources, virtual machine technologies (e.g., Xen, VMware) as well as pro-
gramming interfaces.

– Large scale distribution
Computer centers and data centers frequently employ virtual machines

and build Grid infrastructures across geographically distributed sites.

The paper implements information collectors in Xen/Vmware virtual machines
and builds Grid information service with virtual machine information providers.
The paper is organized as follows: related work is investigated in Section 2;
Section 3 presents the system architecture of employing virtual machines for
Grid computing and Section 4 provides details of the design and implementation
of the system. In Section 5, test results are discussed; Section 6 concludes the
paper and points out future work.

2 Related Work

Since several years the Grid computing research community shows interest for
virtual machines and virtual environments. The typical Virtual Machine Monitor
(VMM) or hypervisor setup includes Xen VMM [4], VMware workstation and
ESX server [5], and User Mode Linux [6].

The Globus alliance recently implemented the concept of virtual workspace [7],
which allows a Grid client to define an environment in terms of its requirements,
manage it, and then deploy the environment on the Grid. The implementation
is based on Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4) and it only supports Xen VMM. Some other
research work also focuses on deploying computing systems or test beds with
virtual machines, for example, virtualization of batch queueing system [8], Grid-
Builder [9], using virtual machine as Grid gateway [10], multi-site MPI platform
with Xen virtual machine [11], migration of virtual machines in MAN/WAN
[12].

Other researchers try to build virtulized middleware for clusters and dis-
tributed systems. Xen Grid Engine [13] employs an approach to create dynamic
virtual cluster partitions using para-virtualization techniques. The work pre-
sented in [14] builds virtual clusters and virtual networks for applications in large
distributed systems. The In-VIGO [15] project aims to build virtulization mid-
dleware for computational Grids. In-VIGO provides a distributed environment
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where multiple application instances can coexist in virtual or physical resources
such that clients are unaware of the complexity inherent to Grid computing.

Another important topic is the performance analysis of virtual machines or
virtual environments. The Xen group brings a performance evaluation and com-
parison between serval popular VMMs concerning the performance overhead in
different scenarios [16]. Other research efforts refer to virtual machine based sys-
tems, i.e., performance of para- and paene- virtualized systems [17], performance
enhancement of SMP clusters with virtual machines [18].

3 System Architecture of Employing Virtual Machines

This section describes the system architecture of a virtual machine based system
for Grid computing. The system architecture is defined hierarchically:

– Grid level
The target Grid system contains multiple geographically distributed sites,

which could be computer centers, data centers and research institutes. On
the Grid level, each site is represented and accessed via a single access point,
where Grid middleware, for instance Globus Toolkit, is installed.

– Site level
Each site provides a number of hosting resources, for instance cluster,

PVP or MPP. Physical resources at each site are interconnected and can
support multiple virtual machines.

– Virtual machine level
Hosting resources are installed with VMMs, such as VMware ESX server

or Xen hypervisor, and back several virtual machines. Multiple virtual ma-
chines can be grouped into resource pools.

In the system model defined in Fig. 1, each site in the Grid system provides
an access point (or head node), via which clients can manipulate the virtual
machines backed by the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM), like for instance Xen
VMM, VMware server or VMware ESX server. For example, users can deploy
virtual machines in Grid infrastructures, retrieve resource information of virtual
machines and submit Grid applications in workflow to virtual machine pools. The
access point can be installed using Globus Toolkit or Condor daemon, virtual
machines can thus be configured as a cluster with a GRAM (Globus Resource
Allocation Manager) head node. The Grid application is submitted to virtual
machine pools via GRAM.

4 Design and Implementation of an Information Service

4.1 Overview

The information service consists of an information collector in virtual machines,
an information provider in the access point, and the aggregated Globus index
service. The information collector which runs inside a virtual machine is used to
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Fig. 1. System model for virtual machine based Grid computing

retrieve resource information for the information provider. Information providers
for Globus MDS 4 (Monitoring and Discovery System) organize the resource
information from information collectors in predefined XML schema, which are
aggregated into the Globus index service. The WebMDS can be configured as a
graphical user interface based on the Globus index service (see also Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Overview of the information service
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4.2 Information Collector

The information collector is a light weight software, which resides inside a virtual
machine and collects resource information. In the system, two types of informa-
tion collectors have been implemented:

– CIMOM for VMware ESX server
VMware ESX server is a commercial virtualization product of VMware Inc.
Common Information Model (CIM) [19] is defined as an international stan-
dard by the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) [20]. The VMware
ESX server together with CIM SDK provides a CIM-compliant object model
for virtual machines and their related storage devices. Fig. 3 shows a typi-
cal configuration environment of VMware ESX server. The virtual machine
contains a virtual disk that resides as a virtual disk file on a storage area
network.

storage array

VMware ESX server

  disk

virtual

    FC HBA

VM
LUN

virtual

disk file

Fig. 3. Sample environment of VMware ESX server

The SMI-S (Storage Management Initiative Specification) schema for
the sample ESX server environment is shown using UML in Fig. 4. ESX-
ComputerSystem is the kernel object of the system. It associates VM, Vir-
tualDisk and FC HBA&LUN 1 with HostedDependency, HostedStoragePool
and SystemDevice relationships respectively. VM is associated with Vir-
tualDisk with ArchiConnection relationship. The latter is associated with
FC HBA&LUN in ConcreteComponent relationship.

The pegasus CIMOM (CIM Object Manager) [21] is installed on the
VMware ESX server. The information provider at the access point works
as the CIM client, communicates with pegasus CIMOM to retrieve infor-
mation from virtual machines and their associated storage. The information
provider complies with SMI-S profile [22] and transports CIM XML over
HTTP/HTTPS to pegasus CIMOM (see also Fig. 5).

– Light weight Java agent for VMware server and Xen VMM

1 Fibre Channel Host Bus Adaptor & Logical Unit Number
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Fig. 4. CIM schema for VMware ESX server
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Fig. 5. CIMON for VMware ESX server

VMware server is a free virtualization product of VMware VMM without
CIM SDK support. The Xen CIM project is providing an implementation of
the preliminary virtualization and resource allocation models, which is cur-
rently being defined by the DMTF System Virtualization, Partitioning, and
Clustering Working Group (SVPC WG). As the CIM SDK or programming
support is not available for Xen VMM and VMware server we implemented a
light weight Java agent as information collector for Xen VMM and VMware
server.

The information agent contains the following components (see also Fig. 6):
• Information Sensor

The information sensor is designed to retrieve certain types of re-
source information. For example, a memory sensor provides memory in-
formation. In the implementation, information sensors are perl scripts
to retrieve memory, CPU and OS information.

• Information Engine
The information engine forwards the information collected from infor-

mation sensors to the access point. The information engine firstly queries
on the information item cache in the memory. When the information in
the cache is missed or expired, the engine then invokes information sen-
sors to deliver the information.

• Information Item Cache
The information item cache is a block of memory allocated to store

values of information items. Each time after the information sensors are
executed, the information item cache is updated.
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The communication between the information agent and information provider
in the access point is implemented using TCP/IP socket communication. The
information agent periodically updates the information to the information
provider at the access point. The information provider can also query infor-
mation agents to obtain the latest information.

information cache

   information 

     providerVM

VMWare Server/Xen VMM

information sensor

VM

hosting resource

......

Access  point

information engine
  TCP/IP

Fig. 6. Light weight Java agent for VMware server and Xen VMM

4.3 Information Provider for Globus Index Service Aggregation

An information provider resides on the access point and provides virtual machine
information to GT4 index service back end [23]. The information retrieved from
virtual machines are organized in plain text format. The information provider
defines a simple XML schema and reorganizes the plain text based resource
information in the schema.

It is also demanded to configure Globus Toolkit to enable the information
provider for Globus index service, for example, registering the information
provider, mapping the information provider in the deployment file of the Globus
index service. Globus index service clients can get resource information from
virtual machines, for example, via WebMDS [24] or from the Globus Toolkit
command line.

5 Test Results

5.1 Test Bed

The actual test bed is configured as shown in Fig. 7. Blade10, Blade11 and
Lizhe3 are hosting resources which are installed with Xen VMM, VMware ESX
server and VMware server, respectively. VM1, VM2 and VM3 are virtual
machines backed by the hosting resources that form the virtual machine pool.
Lizhe2 is the access point for the virtual machine pool (see also Tab. 1).
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Fig. 7. Test bed

Table 1. Test bed summary

Resource Name Resource Type Software installed
Blade10 IBM BladeCenter HS20 Xen VMM
Blade11 IBM BladeCenter LS20 VMware ESX server
Lizhe3 Linux Workstation VMware server
Lizhe2 Linux Workstation GT4, Condor, GridFTP
VM1, VM2, VM3 Virtual Machine —

5.2 Test Results

The access point runs an information provider to retrieve information from
VM1/VM3 and VM2 via light weight Java agent and VMware ESX server
SDK respectively. The information provider collects the resource information
and organizes it with XML schema (shown as below):

<VirtualMachineInformation>
<VirtualMachine>
<item name="Hostname" value="IWR-LIZHE-VM2.fzk.de"/>
<item name="BIOS UUID"

value="564ddc04-d598-5abd-b318-92f58810c7bc"/>
<item name="Gest OS" value="Suse Linux Enterprise Server"/>
<item name="Power state" value="powered off"/>
<item name="Storage pool" value="iwrcgblade11"/>
...
</VirtualMachine>
<VirtualMachine>
<item name="host.name" value="IWR-LIZHE-VM1.ka.fzk.de"

sensor="uname"/>
<item name="cpu.speed" value="1000.353" sensor="cpuinfo"/>
<item name="os.name" value="Linux" sensor="uname"/>
<item name="mem.total" value="254552" sensor="meminfo"/>
...
</VirtualMachine>
...
</VirtualMachineInformation>
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The information provider thus furnishes the organized information to the back
end of Globus index service. Users can retrieve the information with client pro-
grams of Globus index service or browse the information via WebMDS. Fig. 8
shows the resource information retrieved from virtual machine pool with Web-
MDS on Lizhe2. These results justify the prototype implemented on the test
bed.

Fig. 8. Resource information from virtual machines

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Virtual machines are widely accepted in computer centers to support various ap-
plications. This paper implements an information service of virtual machine pools
in a computer center for Grid computing. The information service can monitor
virtual machines backed by popular VMMs, such as Xen VMM, VMware server
and VMware ESX server. The paper furthermore builds interfaces of virtual ma-
chine pools for computational Grids. The next step is to test the performance with
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some real applications of high energy experiments, like for instance a CMS bench-
mark [25].
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